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Release Details
Release Date: 24/09/2007
Running Time: 19 m 39 s
Tracks:
1. 1
2. Love The Abuse
3. Controlled Hysteria
(Seize Animal Mix)
4. The Darkness Inside (XP8
Mix)
CD includes CD interactive
part with video for 1 and a
photo gallery.

Trauma Pet - 1
Line Out records will shortly be releasing the new single from female fronted
electro-rock band Trauma Pet. The single, ‘1’ sees Trauma Pet moving in a new,
grittier rock guitar driven direction, although still keeping the fragile, melancholy
lead vocals of Elie and the beautiful melodic electro sounds they are known for.
The CD release of the single features the video for 1 which was shot by independent
film company Neo-Vision over the last six months.
The CD single is available from Line Out Records online shop www.onlineout.com and comes in hand-embossed packaging, the single will also be
available from a wide selection of digital stores including iTunes and eMusic.
Trauma Pet are a four piece electro-rock band made up of Elie Scerri - lead vocals,
programming, guitars; Tara Skinner - bass, vocals; Philip J Harrison - guitars,
additional programming; Sean Suleman - live drums. Their first album You Cannot
Feel This was released in 2006 and they have since toured the UK and Europe.
Their sound has evolved over time from their synthpop origins into the dirtier,
rockier sound they have today. They recently played Whitby Goth Festival and
opened for Front Line Assembly in London.
Trauma Pet currently feaure in press ads for Tascam’s new hard disk recorder.

Press Quotes for Trauma Pet
‘there’s nothing antiseptic here, only natural emotion flooding out, my relief
subverted by their subtle rapture.’ Mick Mercer, review of You Cannot Feel This

Video available for preview
or broadcast in alternative
formats.

‘What you have is beautifully fragile, the opening few tracks pack enough to
get you drawn in to the album, while the later tracks hit you with electronic
arrangements so drool worthy they’re orgasmic.’
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TWF Magazine, review of You Cannot Feel This

Available from:
www.OnLineOut.com
assorted digital stores
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‘With her beautiful and enticing vocals, Elie looks so comfortable on stage, as
do all the members, Tara, Sean and Phil, whose stage presence is brilliant. New
songs ‘Love The Abuse’ and ‘Trashed’ are sure to become firm favourites with
veteran followers’ The Mag, live review
‘A haunting, thoughtful and compelling work of music, from start to finish.’
Connexion Bizarre, review of You Cannot Feel This

‘The music verges towards the bitter-sweet seduction of darkness, coupled
with a beautiful angelic voice that gives them such a raw, powerful edge. The
subtle play with the emotions of pleasure and pain, they are a unique blend of
atmosphere, passion and music.’
The Malta Independent, review of You Cannot Feel This

Notes for editors
Trauma Pet are available for interview. For press shots, preview copies/broadcast
copies please contact bob@lineoutrecords.com

